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Client Requirements 
 

• add value to an informal and stimulating learning environment 

• set benchmarks for specific situations and skills, relevant to the particular Client 

• provide a vehicle for interactive learning through customised exercises 

• motivate participants and their managers through direct involvement 

• support “blended learning” approaches (web, video, e-coaching etc) 

• support “train-the-trainer” models for sales coaching and leadership 
 
 

Typical Scope 
 
Video and DVD resources are an important medium for learning, provided they are used in 
an interactive manner.  Videos are produced using an expert camera crew and editing 
facilities, and we advise that the Client’s own sales and management staff are used as 
actors.  In this way, highly relevant videos are prepared, closely in-tune with the Client’s 
current priorities.  Each scene is quite short, focusing on a particular aspect of skill 
(illustrating both the “right” and “wrong” way it should be handled).  During training, we 
follow this sequence: 
 

• brief participants for exercise (provide handouts) 

• show video scene demonstrating “wrong” or “how not to” approach 

• conduct exercise (usually in syndicate groups) 

• informal practice or role-play session 

• critique discussion and feedback 

• show video scene demonstrating “right” or “how to” approach 

• review 
 
The overall result is highly-polished, yet totally believable, illustrative material, which can 
be used on formal training, for modular train-the-trainer programmes, or for in-house 
refresher sessions.  Participants tell us that they find these videos one of the most 
informative and helpful parts of training and Clients consider them to be a very cost-
effective way to establish competency benchmarks. 
 
 

Project methods 
 

• specification of video material, based on learning objectives 

• construction of outline scenarios (rather than formal scripts) 

• “scripting workshop” with actors to tailor the scenarios 

• rehearsal sessions as necessary, with “ad-libs” encouraged 

• direction and on-set production provided by harrison consulting 

• in-studio editing and packaging of finished product to Client specification 
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This is a highly specialised area of harrison consulting’s work, and many major Clients 

have taken advantage of our expertise and unique approach.  Industries covered include 
food, retailing, chemicals, paint, greeting cards, cosmetics (and many more), and topics 
include selling and negotiation skills, presentation skills and the full range of management. 
 
 
Many large organisations have asked us 
to follow the integrated approach 
illustrated in the diagram shown on the 
right.  We refer to this as “Total Training”, 
and it is particularly cost-effective for 
large sales teams. 
 
The emphasis is on a train-the-trainer 
approach, and the video material is 
important to provide a frame of reference 
for the participants, and to give the trainer 
confidence. 
 
 
In a more specific illustration of the value added by tailored video, a major Australian 
greeting card company asked us to develop a video-based case study around the topic of 
poor performance.  Through a careful integration of hand-outs, statistics and video, we 
were able to illustrate many of the pitfalls which face the untrained manager in counselling 
and motivating poor performers. 
 
 

In a further example, a Chemicals client 
asked us to produce reinforcement 
packages for self-paced learning.  We 
incorporated video material, to keep it 
relevant, interesting and stimulating for the 
“trainee”, and we built a self-administered 
set of exercises into the package. 
 
All of these examples added significant 
value to highly tailored and polished 
programmes of training, and were seen by 
clients as a perennial resource and a 
worthwhile investment.  For further 
information, feel free to download the 
related backgrounders on Training Needs 
Analysis and “Total Training”. 

SALES ORGANISATION AND PRODUCTIVITY

WORKLOAD ANALYSIS PACKAGE

1. INTRODUCTION

The software package contained on this diskette has been specifically

designed to assist John Sands and Coolabah Gallery to improve the productive

allocation of resources at Field Sales level.

It is intended to assist the “mathematical” part of Territory, District or

Regional workload analysis, and does not replace the judgement of the

TSM/DSM/RSM in determining appropriate call cycles, frequencies and

service levels.

The package is written in Microsoft Excel, and these guidelines have been

written on the assumption that you are familiar with this application software.

If you are not, you may need to enlist the help of somebody who is.

There are three files on the diskette:

SOAP.XLS the working spreadsheet programme

SOAPEXAM.XLS a partially complete example, single territory

SOAPREAD.DOC these instructions, written in Microsoft Word

2. OVERVIEW OF THE PACKAGE

The overall objective of this package is to assist you in producing patterns of

customer servicing which will meet their needs but are also productive for

the company.  The package is very flexible; it can be used at Territory,

District, Regional or National level.  Furthermore, it is likely to be linked with

geographic mapping software at a later date so that you can display the

output of your work on a map.

The real benefit in a package such as this lies in it’s ability to consider

different combinations of factors at the touch of a button.  For example, you

will be able to experiment with different calling frequencies, different levels

of merchandiser support, and different geographical groupings of

customers, in order to find the most productive use of your own and others

time.

There are four worksheets (or spreadsheets) included in the workbook (or

file) called SOAP.XLS.  Each of them does different things, and they are

described in the following sections.
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EXERCISES AND CASES

SESSION GUIDE

ERTTDFD .MB  ,MEHILJK  KUJP]     EHIEH  

KKKKKJVKHIHI     KEDJSHFECOIH    ,MDAHVN WROI  

J LHDJ MBCJH

J CB J LJ H KSHG K    AUQKL  IEQHEI

       KSHFGCIM  

J HVCHJ        AELH QEH ,

CK ALSDCJC     EKLUFH P I   [ QIHE  C

VKLDH WRJ H Kj CBOQWEU YGH

J HVCHJ

LJ DHVGDD OJSDHVGBOJ   IKJHIUH    IGHWIUWHIWUHW

VKLDH WRJ H JUDG E

LJHEJE LL   JHWERH   MNBUOEFOIQE    EJFUOCH 

J KLS HCH L JHQE BEHQ

MSDHJBVC JLWN AD.M EKHQIH 

LJ HC HAUO X,MVWERKPL  EKGH     K;LICUVIPQ   CIIPQ3FIPQHIQ 

D, H  KHQEHQE AEKLQI     CQEKQEICLK   C QAEKLIP
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